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Objective:
malformations.

 The MR images and pathological diagnosis of soft tissue vascular malforma-
tions between January 2008 and July 2013 were retrospectively review. The radiologist recorded the MRI  

-

vascular anomalies were then compared.

enhancement on dynamic post-gadolinium MRA, showed no difference between these two groups. Nine of 11 

MR imaging diagnosis with pathological result. The characteristics of the patients, lesion size and presence or  

-
sis was limited in our study. 



Vascular anomalies comprise a broad  
-

ity and mortality in children and adults. The bio-

by Mulliken et al. 1, 2 is based on cellular turnover, 

clearly separates hemangiomas of infancy (tumors 
with an early proliferative and later involuting stage) 
from vascular malformations: capillary, lymphatic, 
venous, arterial, or combined (e.g. capillary venous, 
lymphaticovenous, arteriovenous malformation 

-

Anomalies2

endothelial cells. All other congenital and develop- 
mental vascular lesions that lack of endothelial  

-
formations3.

Vascular malformations are categorized 

low flow lesions (Table 1) . The treatment of 

sclerotherapy . However, percutaneous sclerother-

the infused agents are rapidly washed away from 
the endothelial lining. The most effective treatment 

8, 9. 
-

tions are treated with surgical resection .

Table 1
vascular anomalies

Venous malformation
Lymphatic malformation

Arteriovenous malformation

Combined vascular malformations (Various combination of the above)

 MRI, AVM, venous malformation, vascular anomaly
Abbrevations: 

negative predictive value



Magnetic resonance (MR) imaging is a  
non-invasive effective tool to characterize and  
classify vascular malformations based on the signal 
intensity, signal voids, contrast enhancement and 

provides anatomic extent of the lesions, proximity to 
vital structures and involvement of multiple tissue 
planes3. 

tissue vascular malformations and aimed to deter-
mine the MR imaging characteristics that can help 

malformations based on histopathologic diagnosis. 
An awareness of the morphologic and dynamic MR 
pattern of soft-tissue vascular malformations will aid 
in recognition of these lesions and leads to proper 
planning of management.

The patients were retrieved by search-
ing pathological report using the search terms of  
“arteriovenous malformation”, “hemangioma”,  
“venous malformation”, and “lymphatic malforma-
tion” and searching radiology reports by the same 
search terms from radiology database of Ramathi-
bodi Hospital between January 2008 and July 2013.
The patients who had available both pre-operative 
MR images and tissue specimen were included in 
this study. 

All MR examinations were retrospective 

cardiac, extremity, knee or ankle array coils  
depending on locations of the lesions. The standard  

of MR examinations had gadolinium-enhanced T1-
weighted with fat suppression (FS) images, with 
contrast enhanced MR angiography (MRA) of 17 

or stationary tissue that were in the volume. On 

very intense signal. Lesions demonstrating vascular 

moment nulling or enhancement in arterial phase of 

anomalies17.

reviewers understood that patients had vascular 
anomalies, but were blinded to the pathological  
diagnosis. The reviewers evaluated each MRI study 
two times in 2-month interval and were asked to  
record the presence or absence of the following  

images, (c) arterial enhancement on dynamic post-
gadolinium-chelate enhanced MR angiography 
(MRA) images, and (d) phlebolith. The presence of 

70



presence of phlebolith helped to suggest the diagno-
location, size, and involvement of skin, subcutane-
ous tissue, muscles or osseous structures were also 
recorded for each patient. 

Figure 1 Typical MR characteristics of AVM in right calf of 17-year old woman. 

B.) Flow void artifacts (arrows) are seen on coronal short tau inversion recovery (STIR) image. 

D.) The pathological diagnosis is AVM.
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Figure 2
weighted image A.) and axial STIR image B.) represent phleboliths (arrows). C.) The pathological 
diagnosis is venous malformation.

Hematoxylin and eosin slides of all lesions 
were reviewed and re-diagnosed by a musculos- 
keletal pathologist who has an experience in this 

in order to correlate with International Society for 
the Study of Vascular Anomalies Classification  
(ISSVA) as follows (Table 2): venous malformations,  

capillary malformation, and arteriovenous malfor-
mations (AVM)18. The criteria of diagnosis of each 

tumors, pathology and genetics of tumours of soft 
tissue and bone, 200219. Venous and capillary malfor-

. 
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Statistical software (STATA version 13) 

Fisher’s exact test was used to compare the imag-

-

follows: 0.81–0.99, almost perfect agreement; 

0.01–0.20, slight agreement20. 

patients with vascular malformations were recruited, 
but there were 7 patients with missing pathologi-

-
logic diagnosis of low flow vascular malforma-
tions (2 men and 9 women; 33 years of median age; 

malformations and 11 capillary malformations. The 
-

The involvement in depth of the lesions, size, 
margins and MR imaging features are summarized in 
Table 3. There is no difference of the MRI features 

Table 2

Arteriovenous malformation (AVM) Arteriovenous hemangioma

Venous malformation (VM) Cavernous hemangioma
Venous hemangioma
Intramuscular hemangioma

Hemangioma simplex
Angiokeratoma

Lymphatic malformation (LM) Lymphangioma
Cystic hygroma
Cavernous lymphangioma
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enhancement on dynamic postgadolinium-chelate 
enhanced T1-weighted fat suppression images  
between the groups with pathologically diagnosed 

Intraobserver agreement tested by the  
Cohen k showed substantial agreement for the  

almost perfect agreement for the presence of  

-

On the basis of the MR imaging features, 9 

had concordant diagnosis with pathological result. 

-
nosis. The characteristics of the patients, size of the 

-

-
der, size of the lesions, involvement in depth, having  

post-contrast imaging between the patients with con-

types.

Table 3  

Involvement in depth 
a

Deepb

Both

Margin 

Hypersignal T1 GRE (n=8)c

Arterial enhancement (n=17)d



Table 4 -
cation of MRI correlated with pathological diagnosis

Male
Female

Involvement in depth 

Deep
Mixed

Size, median (range) cm 
Minimal diameter 
Maximal diameter

Dynamic postcontrast
enhancement

T1W GRE

 Vascular malformations are categorized 

there are a few articles studied MR imaging features 

vascular anomalies with histopatohlogical correla-
tion21, 22.

In the previous studies, there were imaging 
features on MR imaging that help to characterize 

include (a) hypersignal intensity on T1-weighted 

postgadolinium-chelate enhanced T1-weighted fat 
3, .

correlation with pathological diagnosis of 23 cases 

Rak et al.  performed retrospective study to 

MR imaging correlated with angiography. Nine of 
11 (81.81%) high flow vascular malformations  



minor component of signal voids, whereas throm-
-
. 
-

gle AVFs on angiography, corresponding areas of 

occasionally causes areas of signal void within  

flow vascular malformation in our study shows  
signal void.

Rijswijk et al.  performed prospective  
study to classify 27 cases of peripheral vascular  
malformations using dynamic contrast-enhanced 
MRI compared with angiography. The study showed 
that sensitivity of conventional MR imaging in  
differentiating venous and non-venous malforma-

Adding dynamic contrast-enhanced MR imaging 
-

tivity to 83%. All 8 cases of arterial malformations 
and arteriovenous malformation presented early 

void artifacts. Ohgiya et al.  performed prospec-

contrast-enhanced MRI compared with angiogra-

malformation. 
In our study, the MR imaging yielded the 

-

vascular malformations showed early enhancement. 
Intraluminal thrombosis or hyalinization of the lesion 

MR imaging features between pathological diagno-

According to the prior cites, hemodynamic evalua-
tion of vascular malformation by MRI may correlate 
better with angiography than the static pathological 

However, the MRI is valuable for differen-
tiate vascular anomalies from soft tissue tumors27 

or contrast enhanced T1-weighted fat suppression28. 

incomplete resection, the residual lesion may  
become aggressive and symptomatic .

Our study has some limitations. First, this is 
retrospective study with difference in MR imaging 

-

there are small number of cases and only sympto-
matic cases who underwent surgery would have his-
tological diagnosis. As such, asymptomatic vascular 
malformations might not undergo MR imaging and 
having different features.



Figure 3

Multiple round and oval T2 hypointense areas may also representing phleboliths or non-calci-

multi-phase magnetic resonance angiography (MRA) show delayed enhancement of the lesion, 
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Figure 4  MR imaging of the back of a 1-year old boy. Multiple foci of hyperintense areas (white thin arrows) 
on coronal T1-weighted image A.) and hypointense areas (black thin arrows) on coronal T2-weight-
ed image B.), which corresponded to intraluminal thrombi (arrow) on pathologic examination C.).  
D.) The pathological diagnosis is AVM.
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Figure 5 MR imaging of the left arm of a 7-year-old boy. Axial T1-weighted A.) and axial T2-weighted  
-

al images from multi-phase dynamic contrast-enhanced study show no enhancement of the lesion 

pathological diagnosis is AVM.
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MR imaging of the right forearm of a 22-year-old woman. A.) Coronal T2-weighted image with fat 

suggest AVM. C.) The pathological diagnosis is venous malformation.
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The MR imaging features showed no dif-
ference between pathologically diagnosed high and 

-
mented the MR imaging features which shared by 

on dynamic postgadolinium images, and phlebolith. 

was limited in our study.
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-
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-
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-
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-
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-
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-
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-
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-
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